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CAMCO WINTER BAN
100 ANTIFREEZE

Supreme RV Antifreeze, Safe, Odorless,
Tasteless, Contains Propylene Glycol
Protects to 100 degrees Fahrenheit
below zero (-73.3 degrees C) when
used full strength, Economical All
Purpose.
1. Units under 18ft – 2 US gallons*
2. Units 18-28ft – 3 gallons*
3. Cottages – 3 gallons or more as
needed*
*Providing water heater is by-pass mode

Winter Ban -100 can be used as a
winterizing medium for boat engines.
Follow specific manufacturer’s
recommendations. It can also be used
for water RV heating systems.
Protection
1 gallon with added water, -100 degrees
F (73.3 degrees C
1 gallon with 1 gallon of water added , 50 degrees F (-45.5 degrees centigrade)
1 gallon with 2 gallons of water added, 0
degrees F (-18.8 degrees centigrade)
It can be diluted with more water but
proper care should be taken to ensure
maximum temperature protection.
Water Ban -100 inhibits fouling,
corrosion while helps to lubricate pumps
and valves throughout the entire
system.
Directions for Winterizing
1. Turn off water supply to unit or dwelling.
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2. Drain system by turning on water taps
and let them flow until fresh water
supply is exhausted, remove water from
toilet bowl and tank.
3. Remove water from water lines by
attaching a blow-out plug to water
intake fitting and applying air pressure.
4. Close all taps.
5. In RVs and Boats empty holding tanks
and close termination valves.
6. If you have a water filter remove filter.
7. Drain water heater, if your are bypassing water heater, refer to by-pass
kit instructions before proceeding.
8. Pour the amount of antifreeze needed
for your system directly into your fresh
water tank or back feed it through a
faucet.
9. Starting with faucet nearest to water
tank, turn on each faucet and allow to
run until pure antifreeze appears. Let
about 1 cup of antifreeze run into each
tap before turning off faucet. If your
toilet is permanently installed, flush until
coloured fluid is seen.
10. Be sure all faucets and drains are
closed. Check for any leaks in system.

Directions for de-winterizing
Open all taps and run fresh water
through system for five to ten minutes
until all colour disappears.

Price per bottle of 3.8 litres

Carriage £13.70 for up to 2 bottles
Available from ABP Accessories
Tel - 01664 561494
website - abp-accessories.co.uk
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